Supply List

Elegant Wire Based Jewelry
Instructor: Paula Beckett – paulambeckett@gmail.com
214-280-6656

At the first class meeting, students will need to bring the following which can be purchased at Hobby Lobby or Michaels.

**Wire - This craft wire is inexpensive**
24 gauge craft (round) wire
18 gauge craft (round wire)

**Pliers - (pliers must be smooth on the) inside without any ridges**
Round nose pliers
Flat nose pliers
Nylon nose pliers
2 chain nose pliers
Flush cutter pliers

**Other items needed:**
Ruler
Sharpie
6mm to 8 mm beads (at least 15)

Additional supplies are required for this course; the instructor will hand out a supply list at the first class meeting

Supplies MUST be brought to the first session!